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To travel is to live and each one of Yamaha’s 
Sport Touring motorcycles gives you the 
freedom to get up and go whenever and 
wherever you want. Your future is what 
you make it and a Yamaha gives you the 
possibility to experience faraway places, 
make new friends and broaden your outlook 
on life.
 
Featuring Yamaha’s unique Leaning Multi 
Wheel technology, the radical 3-wheel 
NIKEN is built to take command of twisting 

roads and deliver new levels of excitement, 
confidence and control, even in adverse 
roads and weather conditions. And with 
its increased level of comfort, the new 
NIKEN GT is the all-season Sport Tourer 
that enables you to enjoy corner carving 
throughout the year.
 
Fast, agile and good looking, the torque-rich 
Tracer 900 is one of today’s most versatile 
and exciting Sports -Tourer bikes – while the 
Tracer 900GT is the ideal solution for longer 

journeys. And with its agile chassis and 
strong all round performance, the affordable 
Tracer 700 and Tracer 700GT models give you 
what you need, for much less.
 
Smooth, powerful and sophisticated, the 
FJR1300 models offer premium high-speed 
touring comfort on longer rides. Available 
in three versions, the FJR1300 is built for 
endless turns.

Discover yourself on the Roads of Life

LIFE



Turn up the Revolution!



License A minimum required - see our website for more details
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The radical NIKEN is part of your tomorrow. And 
it is ready to open up a whole other dimension in 
riding control.

Featuring our unique Leaning Multi-Wheel 
(LMW) technology, this radical and versatile 
3-wheel motorcycle looks, rides and feels like 
nothing else. Twisting roads are its natural 
playground. And with dual leaning front wheels 
giving you enhanced feelings of grip, the NIKEN 
can corner carve with total confidence.

With its bold and futuristic body design, the 
NIKEN projects a commanding presence. And 
its torque rich, 847cc, 3-cylinder engine and 
lightweight hybrid chassis ensure thrilling sports 
performance and long distance touring comfort. 
Turn up the Revolution.



   

Leaning multi-wheel (LMW) technology.
The NIKEN’s advanced leaning multi-wheel 
(LMW) design delivers an exciting and confident 
cornering experience. Consisting of parallel 
quadrilateral arms and cantilevered telescopic 
suspension, Yamaha’s unique Ackermann design 
gives enhanced feelings of stability and grip when 
cornering on a wide range of surface conditions.

847cc, 3-cylinder, CP3 engine
The NIKEN’s torque-rich, 847cc, 3-cylinder engine 
has been developed from the outstandingly 
successful design used in Yamaha’s MT-09 and 
Tracer 900 models. Special fuel injection settings 
are used to achieve strong performance in twisty 
and challenging riding situations - and a special 
new crank design gives excellent driveability and 
smooth starts.

Hybrid frame
To achieve a natural steering feeling with 
sportsbike agility and confident corner carving 
performance, a specially developed hybrid frame 
is used. The cast steel steering head is joined to 
the cast aluminium swingarm pivot area, by steel 
tubing, to give the required levels of strength, 
rigidity and flexibility, precisely where they are 
needed.

Bold and futuristic design
With its two leaning front wheels, dual tube 
upside-down forks and broad-shouldered stance, 
the NIKEN projects an imposing and radical 
look that reflects its revolutionary new riding 
character. The muscular and athletic body design 
features a futuristic dual headlight cowl and 
integrated fuel tank that together create a bold 
and unique profile.

Sports cowl, with dual LED headlights.
The broad, downward curving front cowl is 
equipped with dual LED headlights that underline 
the NIKEN’s sporty and confident character, and 
the dual position lights help to emphasise the 
strong and planted look of the dual front wheels. 
YZF-R1 derived mirrors feature integrated LED 
turn signals, to enhance the bold and futuristic 
looks.

Compact instrument panel, with LCD 
display.
As a NIKEN rider, you’ll enjoy a unique view ahead. 
The broad shoulders of the front cowl enhance 
the overall feeling of confidence and stability, and 
the futuristic look is completed by the compact 
instruments, which feature a white LCD display on 
a black background, for easy daytime visibility.

Advanced electronic control technology
The most revolutionary and futuristic Sport 
Touring motorcycle comes fully equipped with 
the very latest electronic control technology 
- including 3-position D-MODE, YCC-T, Cruise 
Control and a Traction Control System with two 
levels of intervention and an off switch. And for 
seamless performance, the NIKEN features an 
A&S clutch and QSS.

Deep, 45-degree banking angle.
The high-tech front end features dual 15 inch 
wheels, with specially developed 120/70 R15 
tyres that provide high levels of grip, for 
enhanced feelings of confidence when braking 
and cornering. With a 410mm track, this 
sophisticated LMW front end design delivers deep 
banking angles, of up to 45 degrees, to give you a 
unique experience in corner carving.
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Turns have no season.



License A minimum required - see our website for more details
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Offering intense feelings of front-end grip 
with outstanding handling, the NIKEN inspires 
confidence in every rider. And its ability to carve 
efficiently through the most challenging corners 
has to be experienced to be believed.

Now Yamaha are taking this daring new concept 
into new territory, with the NIKEN GT. Featuring 
increased weather protection from the higher 
screen, together with a comfort seat, side 
cases, heated grips and more, this cutting-edge 
Sport Tourer gives you the ability to master 
the most challenging road conditions and stay 
comfortable in adverse weather.

Corner carving, touring or weekends away, 
this new generation Sport Tourer gives you 
premium comfort, with class-leading control and 
maximum enjoyment, whatever the season.



   

Fully equipped, all-weather Sport Tourer.
The NIKEN GT’s touring specification includes a 
high screen, side cases and a rear carrier base with 
passenger grips - together with heated grips and 
a comfort seat, as well as a main stand and extra 
DC outlet. With its high levels of comfort and 
functionality, this radical 3-wheeled Sport Tourer 
motorcycle is built for year-round enjoyment, 
whatever the weather!

Hybrid frame.
To achieve sportsbike agility, together with 
touring comfort and confident corner carving 
performance, a specially developed hybrid frame 
is used. The cast steel steering head is joined to 
the cast aluminium swingarm pivot area by steel 
tubing, to give the required levels of strength, 
rigidity and flexibility, precisely where they are 
needed.

Deep, 45-degree banking angle.
The high-tech front end features dual 15-inch 
wheels, with specially developed 120/70R15 
tyres, that provide high levels of grip, for 
enhanced feelings of confidence when braking 
and cornering - all year round. With a 410mm 
track, this sophisticated LMW front end design 
delivers deep banking angles, of up to 45 degrees, 
to give you an extraordinary experience in corner 
carving.

Leaning multi-wheel (LMW) technology.
The NIKEN GT’s advanced leaning multi-wheel 
(LMW) design delivers an exciting and confident 
cornering experience that’s like absolutely 
nothing else. Consisting of parallel quadrilateral 
arms and cantilevered telescopic suspension, 
Yamaha’s unique Ackermann design gives 
enhanced feelings of stability and grip when 
cornering on a wide range of surface conditions.

847cc 3-cylinder CP3 engine.
The NIKEN GT’s torque-rich, 847cc, 3-cylinder 
engine has been developed from the 
outstandingly successful design used in Yamaha’s 
MT-09 and Tracer 900 models. Special fuel 
injection settings are used to achieve strong 
touring performance in twisty and challenging 
riding situations – and the crank design gives 
excellent driveability and smooth starts. 

Advanced electronic control technology.
This advanced and iconic Sport Touring 
motorcycle comes fully equipped with the very 
latest electronic control technology - including 
3-position D-MODE, YCC-T, Cruise Control and 
a Traction Control System with two levels of 
intervention and an off switch. And for seamless 
performance, the NIKEN GT features an A&S 
clutch and QSS.

Bold and futuristic design.
With its two leaning front wheels, dual tube 
upside-down forks and broad-shouldered stance, 
the NIKEN GT projects an imposing and radical 
new look that reflects its Sport Touring riding 
character. The muscular and athletic body design 
features an iconic dual headlight cowl and 
integrated fuel tank that create a bold and unique 
profile.

Sports cowl, with dual LED headlights.
The broad, downward curving front cowl is 
equipped with dual LED headlights that underline 
the NIKEN GT’s sporty and dynamic character, 
and the dual position lights help to emphasise 
the strong and planted look of the dual front 
wheels. While YZF-R1 derived mirrors feature 
integrated LED turn signals, to enhance the bold 
and futuristic looks.
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Phantom Blue





ABS Side Cases Set, stays 
separately available

Full Exhaust System

Chain Guard Grip Heater

Design Sports Seat Suspension Low Linkage Kit

Billet Brake Lever Top Case City 39L

Tank Pad Billet Handlebar Ends

Main Stand Kit

Radiator Cover

Comfort Heated Seat

Billet Clutch Lever

Tank Bag Mount Ring

High screen

Licence Plate Holder

Front Fork Protectors

Custom Foot Pegs

Tank Bag Sport

Accessories NIKEN / NIKEN GT

Above is a selection of Yamaha Genuine Accessories. Not all depicted general accessories necessarily fit the Sport Touring models. Your local Yamaha dealer can advice you on the best 
accessories set-up for your Yamaha.



Endless turns.



License A minimum required - see our website for more details. Main image shows motorcycle fitted with Genuine Yamaha Accessories.
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FJR1300A

6-speed transmission with A&S clutch
The FJR1300A is equipped with a 6-speed 
transmission that enables the rider to make 
optimal use of the massive reserves of torque 
for rapid acceleration - while the high 6th gear 
gives lower rpm at high cruising speeds. And for 
smoother downshifting and enjoyable cornering, 
an Assist and Slipper (A&S) clutch is fitted.

Sophisticated 3-part instrumentation
To complement its sophisticated sport tourer 
specification, the FJR1300A is equipped with a 
high-specification 3-part instrument panel. This 
high-tech console features an R1-style analogue 
tachometer on the left with a central digital LCD 
speedometer and a multi-function dot matrix 
display on the right.

LED headlights and tail light
The twin-eye headlights are equipped with four 
compact and powerful LED lighting units - with 
two operating for low beam and all four come 
on for high beam. LED position lights give the 
FJR1300A an unmistakable presence on the 
highway - and the rear design features an all-LED 
tail light assembly that underlines the FJR’s high-
tech specification.

High-performance 1,298cc, inline, 
4-cylinder engine
Featuring a Yamaha Chip Controlled Throttle 
(YCC-T) for smooth power delivery, the dynamic 
inline 4-cylinder powerplant delivers outstanding 
sports performance. Its high torque output 
makes for strong acceleration in all 6 gears - and 
the impressive top end enables you to cover 
substantial distances without trying too hard.

Tech Graphite

Phantom Blue

Over the past decade this supremely capable motorcycle has given thousands 
of owners the opportunity to experience supersport-level performance with 
outstanding comfort.

Everything about this Sport Touring model is designed to cover significant 
distances in record time. With its 6-speed transmission and A&S clutch, the 
1,298cc, 4-cylinder engine delivers forceful acceleration and outstanding high 
speed cruising performance at the twist of your wrist.

Featuring a 25-litre fuel tank and aerodynamic fairing with electronically 
adjustable screen - as well as cruise control and adjustable riding position - the 
latest FJR1300A gets you there like nothing else.



Endless turns.



 

License A minimum required - see our website for more details
The FJR1300AE is an original Yamaha motorcycle extended with Genuine Yamaha accessories consisting of colour-matched 30L touring side cases, which are sold by an official Yamaha dealership.

FJR1300AE

Electronically-adjustable suspension
FJR1300AE features Yamaha’s electronically 
adjustable suspension system with inverted front 
forks. You can select ‘One-Up’, ‘One-Up with 
Luggage’, ‘Two-Up’ or ‘Two-Up with Luggage’ 
suspension settings. The system also offers a 
choice of ‘Soft’, ‘Standard’ or ‘Hard’ damping for 
each setting, giving a total of twelve suspension 
set-ups.

All-round LED lights with cornering lights
Twin-eye headlights are equipped with four 
compact and powerful LED lighting units - while 
the LED position lights and LED tail light assembly 
underline the FJR’s high-tech specification. And 
with its front adaptive cornering lights that 
illuminate as the bike banks over, the FJR1300AE 
is one of the most capable bikes in its class.

6-speed transmission with A&S clutch
The FJR1300AE is equipped with a 6-speed 
transmission that enables the rider to make 
optimal use of the massive reserves of torque 
for rapid acceleration - while the high 6th gear 
gives lower rpm at high cruising speeds. And for 
smooth downshifting and enjoyable cornering, an 
Assist and Slipper (A&S) clutch is fitted.

1,298cc inline 4-cylinder engine
With a Yamaha Chip Controlled Throttle for 
smooth power delivery, this advanced powerplant 
delivers dynamic sports performance and fuel 
efficiency, together with a high torque output 
and an impressive top end that is able to cover 
substantial distances with minimal effort.

Phantom Blue

Tech Graphite
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With electronically-adjustable suspension and upside-down forks, FJR1300AE 
offers a superior ride.  Its 6-speed transmission gives fast acceleration and relaxed 
high speed cruising - while the A&S clutch ensures smoother downshifting.

The advanced suspension system enables you to vary performance to suit both the 
road surface and load. A choice of four main settings and three damping settings 
mean you can be confident that the FJR1300AE will deliver the best possible ride 
quality, whatever the conditions.

Featuring front and rear LED lights as well as banking angle sensitive cornering 
front lights, this dynamic sport tourer makes you want to ride endlessly.



 

Endless turns



 

License A minimum required - see our website for more details
The FJR1300AS is an original Yamaha motorcycle extended with Genuine Yamaha accessories consisting of colour-matched 30L touring side cases, which are sold by an official Yamaha dealership.
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FJR1300AS

6-speed transmission
The FJR1300AS is equipped with a 6-speed 
transmission that enables the rider to make 
optimal use of the massive reserves of torque for 
rapid acceleration - while the high 6th gear gives 
lower rpm at high cruising speeds. Combined with 
the YCC-S clutch-less shifting system, it makes 
for fast, effective and enjoyable riding over any 
distance.

All-round LED lights with cornering lights
Twin-eye headlights are equipped with four 
compact and powerful LED lighting units - while 
the LED position lights and LED tail light assembly 
underline the FJR’s high-tech specification. And 
with its adaptive cornering lights that illuminate 
as the bike banks over, the FJR1300AE is one of 
the most capable bikes in its class.

Clutchless gear shifting
What sets the FJR1300AS apart is its unique 
Yamaha Chip Controlled Shift system (YCC-S), 
which allows you to change gear with your left 
foot or thumb without the need for a clutch 
lever. As well as being quick and easy, this system 
makes for reduced fatigue on long trips. And the 
‘Stop Mode’ automatically downshifts to 1st gear 
when you stop.

High-performance 1,298cc, inline, 
4-cylinder engine
Featuring a Yamaha Chip Controlled Throttle 
(YCC-T) for smooth power delivery, the advanced 
inline 4-cylinder powerplant delivers outstanding 
sports performance. Its high torque output 
makes for strong acceleration in all gears - and 
the impressive top end enables you to cover long 
distances without trying too hard.

Phantom Blue

Tech Graphite

The highly advanced FJR1300AS is like nothing else. What sets it apart is its 
electronic clutch-less gear shift system that allows you to change gear with your 
left foot or thumb without using the clutch lever. Which means less effort and 
more enjoyment on every ride.

This sophisticated long-distance motorcycle is also equipped with an 
electronically-adjustable suspension system featuring upside down forks - 
allowing you to modify your pre-load and damping settings to your liking.

With a strong 1,298cc engine and aluminium chassis, as well as a 6-gear 
transmission, cruise control and traction control systems, the FJR1300AS is ready 
to bring you endless rides.





Slip-on Muffler Titanium GPS Stay 

39L Top Case Touring Inner Bag Tank Pad

Extra Comfort Dual Seat 39L Top CaseTouring 
Passenger Backrest

Frame Sliders Led Flashers, in carbon, chrome 
and black

USB Adaptor Metric Tool Kit

High Screen Universal Mounting Plate Top 
Cases City

Side Cases Touring 50L Top Case City Passenger 
Backrest

Tank Bag Touring Soft Side Bags

Foot Shields Side Cases and Top Case Touring 
Lock

Yamaha Unit Covers Indoor

Rear Carrier Top Case City 50 L- Matt Black

Side Case Touring Inner Bag Top Case City Coloured Lid Panel, 
for 50L Top Case City

39L Top Case Touring Tank Bag City

Knuckle Visors 50L Top Case City Inner Bag

YEC Battery Charger Yamaha Unit Covers Outdoor

Accessories FJR1300A / AE / AS Accessories Sport Touring

Above is a selection of Yamaha Genuine Accessories. Not all depicted general accessories necessarily fit the Sport Touring models. Your local Yamaha dealer can advice you on the best accessories set-up for your Yamaha. 
The depicted exhaust system is a non Yamaha branded product, fully developed and produced by Akrapovic. Side Cases Touring are a stand-alone product and are not recommended to be installed and used in combination with the Top Cases Touring.

 



Turn up your  
emotions.



 

License A minimum required - see our website for more details

Tracer 900

Torque-rich, 847cc, 3-cylinder engine
At the heart of the Tracer 900 is an 847cc, 
3-cylinder engine that generates deep, linear 
torque and strong high rpm power. Equipped with 
forged pistons and offset cylinders, this compact 
and lightweight engine is ready to bring the 
passion and emotion back to your two-wheeled 
riding experience.

Advanced electronic controls
For effective operation in different conditions, 
you can select any one of the three D-MODE 
running modes. The 3-mode Traction Control 
System (TCS) gives added confidence on slippery 
surfaces, while the ABS prevents accidental wheel 
lock up when braking. And with the wiring already 
in place, it’s easy to fit an optional Quick Shifter 
System.

Riding comfort and wind protection
Whether you’re taking your Tracer 900 for a 
thrilling ride through the mountains or preparing 
for a long-distance tour, you can expect high 
levels of comfort and protection. The large screen 
and compact handlebars help to keep wind away 
from your upper body, while the ergonomically 
designed seating, footrests and grab bar make 
every journey more enjoyable.

Dynamic high quality body design
Blending an aggressive sport character with 
excellent wind and weather protection, the Tracer 
900’s dynamic body design gives this hugely 
popular motorcycle a prestigious appearance. 
High-quality body panels flow seamlessly into 
the beautifully sculpted fuel tank to give a fully 
integrated look, making this one of the most 
desirable bikes in its class.

Nimbus Grey

Tech Black
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By bringing high levels of performance, emotion and versatility to the Sport 
Touring world, the Tracer 900 has won the hearts and minds of thousands of 
riders. It’s one of the best-selling motorcycles in Europe, and there’s never been 
a better time to discover what the Tracer 900 can do for you. 

With its sporting heart and touring soul, this is a hugely capable bike that has 
been designed to deliver an outstanding riding experience wherever you may 
go – and turn up your emotions every time.  

All it takes is one ride on the Tracer 900 to appreciate its intoxicating blend 
of linear torque, outstanding agility and remarkable comfort. It’s what Sport 
Touring is all about. And it’s every motorcycle you’ll ever need. 



Turn up your  
experience.



€ ,

License A minimum required - see our website for more details

The Tracer 900GT is an original Yamaha motorcycle extended with 
Genuine Yamaha accessories consisting of colour-matched 20L 
touring side cases, which are sold by an official Yamaha dealership.

Tracer 900GT
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The Tracer 900 has rocked the world of 
motorcycling and become an instant best-seller. 
By giving every rider the chance to experience 
thrilling sports performance together with long 
distance comfort, the Tracer 900 has established 
itself as the most exciting, versatile and 
competent Sport Tourer.

Equipped with a range of exclusive features that 
offer enhanced long-distance capabilities with 
increased sportiness and high levels of rider 
comfort, the top of the range Tracer 900GT 
takes Yamaha’s winning concept to the next 
touring level. 

Featuring fully-adjustable suspension, colour 
matched hard luggage and full colour TFT 
instruments – as well as a Quick Shifter, cruise 
control and more, the Tracer 900GT is Yamaha’s 
premium 3-cylinder Sports Tourer.



    

Genuine hard side cases as standard

The Tracer 900GT is a premium specification Sport 
Touring model that comes fitted with quickly 
detachable 22-litre colour matched Genuine hard 
side cases as standard. So whenever you want to 
get up and go at a moment’s notice, the Tracer 
900GT is ready.

Riding comfort and wind protection 

Whether you’re taking your Tracer 900GT for a 
thrilling ride through the mountains or preparing 
for a long-distance tour, you can expect high 
levels of comfort and protection. The large screen 
and compact handlebars help to keep wind away 
from your upper body, while the ergonomically 
designed seating, footrests and grab bars make 
every journey more enjoyable.

Dynamic, high quality body design

Blending an aggressive sport character with 
excellent wind and weather protection, the 
Tracer 900GT’s dynamic body design gives this 
premium Sport Tourer a prestigious appearance. 
High-quality body panels flow seamlessly into 
the beautifully sculpted fuel tank to give a fully 
integrated look, making this one of the most 
desirable bikes in its class.

Torque-rich, 847cc, 3-cylinder engine

At the heart of the Tracer 900GT is an 847cc, 
3-cylinder engine that generates deep, linear 
torque and strong high rpm power. Equipped with 
forged pistons and offset cylinders, this compact 
and lightweight engine is ready to bring the 
passion and emotion back to your two-wheeled 
riding experience.

Advanced electronics with Cruise Control 
and QSS

The high-specification GT model comes with 
Cruise Control and Quick Shift System (QSS) 
as standard for seamless upshifting – and for 
effective operation in different conditions, you 
can select any one of the three D-MODE running 
modes. The 3-mode Traction Control System (TCS) 
gives added confidence on slippery surfaces, 
while the ABS prevents accidental wheel lock up 
when braking.  

Long CF die-cast swingarm

The Tracer 900GT’s long aluminium swingarm 
accentuates the powerful feeling of drive force 
when accelerating. As well as contributing 
towards the bike’s dynamic riding experience, 
this lightweight swingarm gives a long wheelbase 
for excellent high speed stability – as well as 
achieving high levels of traction when exiting 
corners.

Full colour TFT instruments

To underline its position as our flagship Tracer 
model, the GT is equipped with a state of 
the art full colour TFT (Thin Film Transistor) 
instrument panel. The display includes a gear-
position indicator, ambient temperature, coolant 
temperature, current riding mode, clock, a fuel 
gauge and fuel consumption indicator. 

Fully adjustable suspension

The high-specification forks come with a gold 
finish to underline the premium specification of 
the GT model, and feature separated damping 
functions – with compression damping in the right 
fork leg, and rebound damping in the left fork 
leg. For easy and convenient rear suspension set 
up there’s a remote preload adjuster for the rear 
shock.
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Soft ABS Side Cases

High Screen

Licence Plate Holder

Comfort Seat Rider

Engine Protectors

20L Side Cases Touring, available in 
left and right side

Tank Bag Tour

Radiator Cover

Comfort Seat Heated

Billet Brake Lever

Rear Carrier

Chain Guard

Full System with Titanium Muffler, 
not street legal

Grip Heater

LED Fog Lamp Kit

Accessories Tracer 900 / Tracer 900GT

Tracer 900 Light Touring - equipped with optional Yamaha genuine touring accessories

Tracer 900 Full Touring - equipped with optional Yamaha genuine touring accessories

The depicted full exhaust system is a non Yamaha branded product, fully developed and produced by Akrapovic for closed circuit racing only. 
This exhaust system is excluded from Yamaha warranty terms and conditions, unless fitted with the optional Akrapovic Catalytic Converter.



 

Turn Your Story



 

License A2 minimum required - see our website for more details
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Tracer 700

Exciting sports performance with agile 
handling
Forget any preconceptions you may have about 
the Sport Tourer class, because the Tracer 700 is 
one of those compact and agile models that come 
with an emphasis on sport.  Now you can have 
exciting cornering and thrilling performance from 
a bike that can also take you and a passenger 
across a continent.

Built to go the distance
With its compact cowl and adjustable screen - as 
well as lightweight knuckle guards - the Tracer 
700 gives you good upper body protection from 
the wind and weather - while the one-piece dual 
seat and passenger grab rails give added comfort. 
And with a 17-litre fuel tank, this versatile Sport 
Tourer can cover long distances between fuel 
stops.

Exclusive Sport Tourer specification
To ensure that the Tracer 700 is ready to perform 
at the highest level in a wide range of sports 
and touring situations, the chassis comes with a 
range of exclusive features. The long aluminium 
swinging arm gives a wheelbase of 1450mm - and 
the front and rear suspension systems run with 
Sport Tourer specific settings.

Torque-rich, 689cc, twin cylinder, 
crossplane engine
The Tracer 700’s inline, 2-cylinder engine has 
been developed using Yamaha’s ‘crossplane 
philosophy’. The special 270-degree crank gives 
an uneven firing interval to produce a strong 
feeling of acceleration and great traction for 
an exciting ride - while the deep linear torque 
ensures outstanding performance.

Phantom Blue

Nimbus Grey

Tech Black

Tomorrow’s memories are shaped by the decisions we make today. So imagine 
you’re writing the story of your life - and right now the next page is open.

The Tracer 700 is an accessible and affordable Sport Tourer that is built to take 
you on an exciting journey every day. Maybe you’re heading out for a quick back 
road blast after work - or preparing to take a long-distance tour. This versatile 
and exciting bike is going to be with you when those future experiences are 
burned into your consciousness.

The Tracer 700 gives you the opportunity to write a new page for every day.  
And it can help you to turn your story into anything you want – whether alone 
or with friends.



Turn up your journey.



License A2 minimum required - see our website for more details

The Tracer 700GT is an original Yamaha motorcycle extended 
with a Genuine Yamaha accessories package consisting of a high 
windscreen, comfort seat and colour-matched 20-litre side cases, 
which are sold by an official Yamaha dealership.

Tracer 700 GT
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The Tracer 700GT is an affordable and accessible 
Sport Tourer that gives you the ability to create 
new journeys in your life. With its GT-exclusive 
features that include a high windscreen and 
comfort seat – as well as colour matched 20-litre 
side cases – the sporty Tracer 700GT is built to 
go the distance.

Powering through meandering roads, riding to 
work or touring with a passenger and luggage, 
this agile and versatile motorcycle is built to 
write new stories, visit new places and make 
lasting memories.

Its light and agile chassis is built for pure 
touring enjoyment – and the torque-rich 689cc, 
2-cylinder engine just makes you want to keep 
on going way past your destination. Make the 
move now. And control your future.



    

Adjustable high windscreen/comfort seat
The Tracer 700GT comes with an adjustable high 
windscreen that gives you enhanced protection 
from the wind and weather, making every journey 
more relaxing and enjoyable. And to ensure all-
day riding luxury for you and your passenger, the 
GT model is fitted with an exclusive comfort seat 
that underlines this Sport Tourer’s genuine long 
distance potential.

Sport Tourer chassis settings 

To ensure that the Tracer 700GT is ready to 
perform at the highest level in a wide range 
of sports and touring situations, the chassis 
comes with a range of exclusive features. The 
long aluminium swingarm gives a wheelbase of 
1450mm for agility with stability – and the front 
and rear suspension systems run with Sport 
Tourer specific settings.

Everything you need to go the distance
The Tracer 700GT benefits from a long range 
17-litre fuel tank that gives you the ability to 
cover long touring distances between fuel stops. 
Knuckle guards deflect wind away from your 
hands, and the ergonomically designed riding 
position – together with the adjustable high 
screen and comfort seat – give a relaxing ride 
every time.

Colour matched 20-litre side cases
When it’s time to get up and go, your new      
Tracer 700GT’s 20-litre side cases give you 
plenty of capacity to take what you need for the 
journey ahead – whether it’s your daily ride to 
work, a weekend away or a full-on long distance 
tour. Featuring quickly detachable mounts, the 
lightweight colour matched luggage is practical, 
stylish and convenient. 

Torque-rich 689cc 2-cylinder engine 

The Tracer 700GT’s inline 689cc, 2-cylinder engine 
has been developed using Yamaha’s innovative 
crossplane philosophy. The special 270-degree 
crank gives an uneven firing interval to produce a 
strong feeling of acceleration and great traction 
for an exciting ride – while the deep linear torque 
ensures outstanding performance.

Dual headlights with LED position lamps 

Equipped with bright LED position lights, the 
aerodynamic dual headlight cowl gives the   
Tracer 700GT a forceful and dynamic look that 
reflects its sporty character. Front flashers are 
integrated into the knuckle guards, and a wide 
range of information is clearly displayed by the 
multi function LCD digital instruments.

Outstanding power to weight ratio 

With its intoxicating power delivery and deep 
linear torque output, the Tracer 700GT is a 
truly impressive motorcycle – both in terms of 
the quantity and the quality of performance. 
Developing outstanding horsepower and torque 
– and with its low weight – the Tracer 700GT’s 
specifications speak for themselves.

Compact and lightweight tubular chassis 

One of the key features on the Tracer 700GT is 
its compact and lightweight steel backbone-type 
frame that utilises the crossplane engine as a 
stressed member. This strong and minimalist 
design is equipped with a long aluminium 
swingarm to give good stability with agile and 
exciting cornering performance.
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Full System with Titanium Muffler, 
not street legal

Radiator Cover

Soft ABS Side Cases

Chain Guard

Grip Heater

Comfort Design Seat

Handlebar Bag

Engine Protectors

Rear Carrier

Tank Bag Touring

High Screen

Cross Bar, also available in titanium 
or red colour

Licence Plate Holder

Engine Protectors

LED Fog Lamp Kit

Accessories Tracer 700 / Tracer 700GT

Tracer 700 Sport Touring - equipped with optional Yamaha genuine touring accessories

Tracer 700 Full Touring - equipped with optional Yamaha genuine touring accessories

Above is a selection of Yamaha Genuine Accessories. Not all depicted general accessories necessarily fit the Sport Touring models. 
Your local Yamaha dealer can advice you on the best accessories set-up for your Yamaha. 



Specifications are subject to change without notice, in accordance with national regulations and legislations.

Specifications

FJR1300A FJR1300AE/AS NIKEN GT NIKEN

Engine

Engine type
4-stroke, liquid-cooled, forward-inclined parallel 
4-cylinder, DOHC, 4-valves

4-stroke, liquid-cooled, DOHC, forward-inclined 
parallel 4-cylinder

3-cylinder, 4-stroke, liquid-cooled, DOHC, 
4-valves

3-cylinder, 4-stroke, liquid-cooled, DOHC, 
4-valves

Displacement 1,298 cc 1,298 cc 847 cc 847 cm³

Bore x stroke 79.0 mm x 66.2 mm 79.0 mm x 66.2 mm 78.0 mm x 59.1 mm 78.0 mm x 59.1 mm

Compression ratio 10.8 : 1 10.8 : 1 11.5 : 1 11.5 : 1

Maximum power 107.5 kW  (146.2PS) @  8,000  rpm 107.5 kW  (146.2PS) @  8,000  rpm 84.6 kW  (115PS) @  10,000  rpm 84.6 kW  (115PS) @  10,000  rpm

Maximum torque 138.0 Nm  (14.1 kg-m)  @  7,000  rpm 138.0 Nm  (14.1 kg-m)  @  7,000  rpm 87.5 Nm  (8.9 kg-m)  @  85,000  rpm 87.5 Nm  (8.9 kg-m)  @  8,500  rpm

Lubrication system Wet sump Wet sump Wet sump Wet sump

Clutch type Wet, multiple-disc coil spring Wet, multiple-disc coil spring Wet, multiple disc Wet, multiple disc

Fuel system Fuel Injection Fuel Injection Fuel Injection Fuel Injection

Ignition system TCI TCI TCI TCI

Starter system Electric Electric Electric Electric

Transmission system Constant Mesh, 6-speed Constant Mesh, 6-speed Constant Mesh, 6-speed Constant Mesh, 6-speed

Final transmission Shaft Shaft Chain Chain

Fuel consumption 6.2 l/100km 6.2 l/100km 5.5 l/100km 5.5 l/100km

CO2 emission 140 g/km 140 g/km 127 g/km 127 g/km

Chassis

Frame Aluminium, Diamond Shaped Aluminium, Diamond Shaped Steel tube and casting Steel tube and casting

Front suspension system Telescopic forks, Ø 48  mm Upside-down telescopic fork, Ø 48  mm Upside-down telescopic fork, Ø 41/43  mm  tubes Upside-down telescopic fork, Ø 41/43  mm  tubes

Front travel 135 mm 135 mm 110 mm 110 mm

Caster angle 26º 26º 20º 20º

Trail 109 mm 109 mm 74 mm 74 mm

Rear suspension system Swingarm, (Link type suspension) Swingarm, (Link type suspension) Swingarm, (Link type suspension) Swingarm, (Link type suspension)

Rear travel 125 mm 125 mm 125 mm 125 mm

Front brake Hydraulic dual disc, Ø 320 mm Hydraulic dual disc, Ø 320 mm Hydraulic dual disc, Ø 298 mm Hydraulic dual disc, Ø 298 mm

Rear brake Hydraulic single disc, Ø 282 mm Hydraulic single disc, Ø 282 mm Hydraulic single disc, Ø 282 mm Hydraulic single disc, Ø 282 mm

Front tyre 120/70 ZR17M/C (58W) 120/70 ZR17M/C (58W) 120/70 R15 (pair) 120/70 R15 (pair)

Rear tyre 180/55 ZR17M/C (73W) 180/55 ZR17M/C (73W) 190/55 R17 190/55 R17

Dimensions

Overall length 2,230 mm 2,230 mm 2,150 mm 2,150 mm

Overall width 750 mm 750 mm 885 mm 885 mm

Overall height 1,325/1,455 mm 1,325/1,455 mm n/a 1,250 mm

Seat height 805/825 mm 805/825 mm 825 mm 820 mm

Wheel base 1,545 mm 1,545 mm 1,510 mm 1,510 mm

Minimum ground clearance 130 mm 125 mm 150 mm 150 mm

Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank) 289 kg 292 kg 267 kg 263 kg

Fuel tank capacity 25 litres 25 litres 18 litres 18 litres

Oil tank capacity 4.9 litres 4.9 litres 3.4 litres 3.4 litres



Specifications are subject to change without notice, in accordance with national regulations and legislations.

Specifications

Tracer 900GT Tracer 900 Tracer 700GT Tracer 700

Engine

Engine type
3-cylinder,  4-stroke, liquid-cooled, DOHC, 
4-valves

3-cylinder, 4-stroke, liquid-cooled, DOHC, 
4-valves

2-cylinder, 4-stroke, liquid-cooled, DOHC, 
4-valves 

2-cylinder, 4-stroke, liquid-cooled, DOHC, 
4-valves

Displacement 847 cc 847 cc 689 cc 689 cc

Bore x stroke 78.0 mm x 59.1 mm 78.0 mm x 59.1 mm 80.0 mm x 68.6 mm 80.0 mm x 68.6 mm

Compression ratio 11.5 : 1 11.5 : 1 11.5 : 1 11.5 : 1

Maximum power 84.6 kW  (115PS) @  10,000  rpm 84.6 kW  (115PS) @  10,000  rpm 55.0 kW  (74.8 PS) @  9,000  rpm 55.0 kW  (74.8 PS) @  9,000  rpm

Maximum torque 87.5.0 Nm  (8.9 kg-m)  @  8,500  rpm 87.5 Nm  (8.9 kg-m)  @  8,500  rpm 68.0 Nm  (6.93 kg-m)  @  6,500  rpm 68.0 Nm  (6.93 kg-m)  @  6,500  rpm

Lubrication system Wet sump Wet sump Wet sump Wet sump

Clutch type Wet, multiple-disc Wet, multiple-disc Wet, multiple-disc Wet, multiple-disc

Fuel system Fuel Injection Fuel Injection Fuel Injection Fuel Injection

Ignition system TCI TCI TCI TCI

Starter system Electric Electric Electric Electric

Transmission system Constant Mesh, 6-speed Constant Mesh, 6-speed Constant Mesh, 6-speed Constant Mesh, 6-speed

Final transmission Chain Chain Chain Chain

Fuel consumption 5.5 l/100km 5.5 l/100km 4.3 l/100km 4.3 l/100km

CO2 emission 127 g/km 127 g/km 100 g/km 100 g/km

Chassis

Frame Aluminium, Diamond Shaped Aluminium, Diamond Shaped Steel tube Steel tube

Front suspension system Upside-down telescopic fork Upside-down telescopic fork Telescopic forks Telescopic forks

Front travel 137 mm 137 mm 130 mm 130 mm

Caster angle 24º 24º 24.8º 24.8º

Trail 100 mm 100 mm 90 mm 90 mm

Rear suspension system Swingarm, (Link type suspension) Swingarm, (Link type suspension) Swingarm, (Link type suspension) Swingarm, (Link type suspension)

Rear travel 142 mm 142 mm 142 mm 142 mm

Front brake Hydraulic dual disc, Ø 298 mm Hydraulic dual disc, Ø 298 mm Hydraulic dual disc, Ø 282 mm Hydraulic dual disc, Ø 282 mm

Rear brake Hydraulic single disc, Ø 245 mm Hydraulic single disc, Ø 245 mm Hydraulic single disc, Ø 245 mm Hydraulic single disc, Ø 245 mm

Front tyre 120/70 ZR17M/C (58W) 120/70 ZR17M/C (58W) 120/70 R17M/C (58W) 120/70 R17M/C (58W)

Rear tyre 180/55 ZR17M/C (73W) 180/55 ZR17M/C (73W) 180/55 R17M/C (73W) 180/55 R17M/C (73W)

Dimensions

Overall length 2,160 mm 2,160 mm 2,138 mm 2,138 mm

Overall width 850 mm 850 mm  806 mm 806 mm

Overall height 1,375/1,430 mm 1,375/1,430 mm  1,270 mm 1,270 mm

Seat height 850/865 mm 850/865 mm  840 mm 835 mm

Wheel base 1,500 mm 1,500 mm 1,450 mm 1,450 mm

Minimum ground clearance 135 mm 135 mm 140 mm 140 mm

Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank)  226 kg (with side cases) 214 kg 208 kg (with side cases) 196 kg

Fuel tank capacity 18 litres 18 litres 17 litres 17 litres

Oil tank capacity 3.4 litres 3.4 litres 3.0 litres 3.0 litres







MyRide: Take your ride to 
the next level!

Developed exclusively by Yamaha and 
available free of charge to every rider - 
whatever brand of motorcycle or scooter they 
own - the new MyRide app allows tracking and 
storing detailed information about every ride.

With the new Yamaha MyRide app, riders 
can record everything from lean angle, 
acceleration and speed through to elevation 
and braking force, making every journey even 
more rewarding. 

Apart from being able to review and analyse 
their own riding experiences, riders can also 
share their personal GPS Exchange Format 
(GPX) files* with other MyRide users. Also, 
riders can keep details of every motorcycle 
they ride or test - and they are able to check 
out many new routes by downloading other 
MyRide users' GPX files.

*GPX is a file format designed to provide GPS data to software 
applications such as navigators or GPS viewers. It can be used to 
describe waypoints, tracks, and routes.



Build your dream collection 
with the free MyGarage 
app

The MyGarage app is the best way to build 
your dream collection of Yamaha motorcycles 
– and it’s totally free! Download the app and 
you’re ready to start creating your very own 
personalised Yamaha.

With MyGarage you can add or remove a wide 
range of Genuine Options accessories and 
view the bike from any angle. Once you’ve 
created your dream bikes you can save them 
and share with friends – and when you’ve 
made the final decision on which version is 
right for you, simply send it to your Yamaha 
dealer who will turn it into reality.



Your search for adventure starts here
Inside every one of us there is a real spirit  
of adventure and a burning desire to find out 
what’s over the next horizon. And with this 
innate thirst for discovery, there is no limit to 
what you can achieve and how far you can go.

Yamaha’s 360 degree line up of products 
enables you to enjoy and share a seamless 
range of quality experiences on land, water 
or snow. And to help you find out what 
really revs your heart, Yamaha has created 
a specialist adventure portal that gives you 
instant access to an exciting, surprising and 
rewarding new world.

Destination Yamaha Motor is a global online 
travel platform that gives every thrill-seeker 
the opportunity to get their adrenaline 
pumping and make new memories that will 
last forever. Working with key approved 
travel partners, Destination Yamaha Motor 
enables you to search online for the ultimate 
adventure be it on a motorcycle, a 4-wheeler, 
a boat or a snowmobile.

With a truly diverse selection of trips on offer, 
you can find a new experience that broadens 
your horizons and takes you out of your 
comfort zone – and you can be sure that every 
provider has been checked and approved by 
Destination Yamaha Motor, meaning that  
you can book with total confidence. Visit 
https://destination-yamaha-motor.eu/ 
and make an exciting new tomorrow with us.





YOU is a full range of premium services that makes every aspect of buying and owning a Yamaha even  
easier. We want to ensure that you always have an enjoyable experience whenever you come across  
a Yamaha product. 
YOU services make the purchase of every Yamaha more accessible – and Yamaha owners can benefit 
from the peace of mind that comes with every YOU product. Take a closer look at the range of 
YOU services, and you’ll see that it is more than buying a Yamaha, but the beginning of a long and 
lasting relationship.

When you buy any new Yamaha you can be sure that
premium quality and class leading reliability come as 
standard.
And you will also benefit from the added reassurance of a 
full Yamaha Motor Factory Warranty that covers all parts 
and labour costs in the unlikely event that your Yamaha 
requires any unforeseen repairs. *

Yamaha offers a selection of financial services to make
the ownership of a Yamaha even more accessible.
Yamaha Motor Finance can be tailor-made to suit your
circumstances and lifestyle, giving you total flexibility. *

If you ever need help in the event of a breakdown you can
be sure that we’re only a phone call away.
Every Yamaha that’s protected by a Factory Warranty is
automatically covered by Yamaha Motor Road Assistance.
And we’ll be right there, whenever you need us.*

* Terms and conditions apply. Please contact your local dealer for more information.



Be Smart. Keep it Genuine.
 
To ensure that your Yamaha delivers optimum performance with 
long-term reliability, we recommend that you always use Yamaha 
Genuine Parts. Our high-quality spare parts comply with proven 
safety standards, fit perfectly and have a high resistance to wear - 
giving you peace of mind.

By using an Official Yamaha Dealer for servicing, you can be 
sure  that all maintenance is carried out by highly skilled Yamaha 
Technicians using Genuine Parts and Yamalube products.

Our technicians are regularly trained at the Yamaha Technical 
Academy, giving them the expert knowledge and in-depth 
experience needed to keep your Yamaha in factory-fresh condition. 
For more detailed information please consult your local Yamaha 
dealer or visit our website:  www.yamaha-motor.eu/uk/services

A Liquid Engine Component
 
At Yamaha we appreciate that our products instil a unique pride       
of ownership amongst our customers, and in recognition of their 
loyalty to the brand we have developed the Yamalube range of 
lubrication and maintenance care products.

Our Yamaha engineers consider oil as a liquid engine component 
that is one of the most important parts of your Yamaha engine. 
Choosing Yamalube really does make a difference.

By always using Yamalube you can be sure that your engine has the 
potential to run at peak performance, and deliver the durability and 
reliability that you expect from every Yamaha. We also manufacture 
a range of care products that keep your pride and joy in tip-top 
conditions. Your local Yamaha dealer can advise you on the best 
Yamalube product for your Yamaha or visit our website.
www.yamaha-motor.eu/uk/services/yamalube/



Yamaha Motor Europe N.V., branch UK

Unit A2 & A3
Kingswey Business Park

Forsyth Road
Woking

Surrey,  GU21 5SA
Tel: 01932 358 000
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www.yamaha-motor.eu/uk follow us on:

Dealer

Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing. Yamaha encourages 
you to ride safely and respect fellow riders and the environment. Images displayed may 
depict a professional rider performing under controlled conditions or on closed circuit. 
All information is given for general guidance. Specifications and appearance of Yamaha 
products, Yamaha accessories and non-Yamaha-branded accessories are subject to change 
without prior notice. Non-Yamaha-branded accessories are fully developed and produced 
by respected third parties. Yamaha does not guarantee the availability of the displayed 
products and accessories in local markets. The product and accessories range may be 
limited in some countries. Yamaha has the right to discontinue products and accessories 
without prior notice. Where applicable, prices of Yamaha products and accessories may 
vary according to local requirements and conditions. No rights can be obtained from this 
information. For further details and availability, please contact your local Yamaha dealer


